Abstract-The proliferation of wireless multihop communication infrastructures in office or residential environments depends on their ability to support a variety of emerging applications requiring real-time video transmission between stations located across the network. We propose an integrated cross-layer optimization algorithm aimed at maximizing the decoded video quality of delay-constrained streaming in a multihop wireless mesh network that supports quality-of-service. The key principle of our algorithm lays in the synergistic optimization of different control parameters at each node of the multihop network, across the protocol layers-application, network, medium access control, and physical layers, as well as end-to-end, across the various nodes. To drive this optimization, we assume an overlay network infrastructure, which is able to convey information on the conditions of each link. Various scenarios that perform the integrated optimization using different levels ("horizons") of information about the network status are examined. The differences between several optimization scenarios in terms of decoded video quality and required streaming complexity are quantified. Our results demonstrate the merits and the need for cross-layer optimization in order to provide an efficient solution for real-time video transmission using existing protocols and infrastructures. In addition, they provide important insights for future protocol and system design targeted at enhanced video streaming support across wireless mesh networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION
W IRELESS mesh networks are built based on a mixture of fixed and mobile nodes interconnected via wireless links to form a multihop ad hoc network. The use of existing protocols for the interconnection of the various nodes (hops) is typically desired as it reduces deployment costs and also increases interoperability [1] . However, due to the network and channel dynamics, there are significant challenges in the design and joint optimization of application, routing, medium access control (MAC), and physical (PHY) adaptation strategies for efficient video transmission across such mesh networks.
In this paper, we are addressing some of these challenges by developing an integrated video streaming paradigm enabling cross-layer interaction across the protocol stack and across the multiple hops. The problem of multihop video streaming has recently been studied under a variety of scenarios [2] - [4] . However, the majority of this research does not consider the protection techniques available at the lower layers of the protocol stack and/or optimizes the video transport using purely end-to-end metrics, thereby excluding a significant amount of improvement that can occur by cross-layer design [5] - [7] . Consequently, the inherent network dynamics occurring in a multihop wireless mesh network as well as the interaction among the various layers of the protocol stack are not fully considered in the existing video streaming literature. Indeed, recent results concerning the practical throughput and packet loss analysis of multihop wireless networks [8] , [9] have shown that the incorporation of appropriate utility functions that take into account specific parameters of the protocol layers such as the expected retransmissions, the loss rate, and bandwidth of each link [8] , as well as expected transmission time [9] or fairness issues [10] , can significantly impact the actual end-to-end network throughput. Motivated by this work, we show that, for delay-constrained video streaming over multihop wireless mesh networks, including the lower layer network information and adaptation parameters in the cross-layer design can provide significant improvements in the decoded video quality.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of real-time transmission of an individual video bitstream across a multihop 802.11a/e wireless network and investigate: 1) what is the video quality improvement that can be obtained if an integrated cross-layer strategy involving the various layers of the protocol stack is performed and 2) what is the performance and complexity impact if the optimized streaming solution is performed using only limited, localized information about the network status, as opposed to global, complete information.
We assume that the mesh network topology is fixed over the duration of the video session and that, prior to the transmission, each application (video flow) reserves a predetermined transmission opportunity interval, where contention-free access to the medium is provided. 1 This reservation can be performed following the principles of the HCCA 2 protocol of IEEE 802.11e [12] and can be determined based on the amount of flows sharing the network. Although the design of such a reservation system is an important problem and it affects our results, recent work showed that scheduling of multiple flows in the context of a mesh topology can be done such that the average rate for every flow is satisfied and the interference to neighboring nodes is minimized [13] . Hence, a similar solution can be applied for our case and the available nodes and links within the entire mesh topology can be preestablished by a central coordinator prior to the video streaming session initiation. This minimizes the probability of additional delays and link failures due to routing reconfigurations during the video streaming and also decouples the problem of optimized media streaming and optimized route and link-reservation establishment within the wireless multihop network. Once the available network infrastructure to the video streaming session has been established, we assume that an overlay network topology can convey (in frequent intervals) information about the expected bit-error rate (BER), the queueing delay for each link, as well as the guaranteed bandwidth under the dynamically changing modulation at the PHY. Several examples of such application-layer overlay networks have been proposed in the literature [19] , [20] .
Under the above assumptions, this paper makes the following contributions. For video packets of each hop in the mesh network, we propose an optimization framework that jointly determines per packet: 1) the optimal modulation at the PHY; 2) the optimal retry limit at the MAC; 3) the optimal path (route) to the receiver in the remaining part of the mesh network; and 4) the application-layer optimized packet scheduling, given a predetermined topology and time reservation per link using the concepts of IEEE 802.11e HCCA. This paper is organized as follows. Section II defines the scenarios examined in this work and provides the necessary definitions and formulations for the expected bandwidth, transmission error rate as, well as the expected delay for streaming under various network paths. Section III presents the cross-layer optimization problem. The proposed solutions are presented in Section IV. Section V analyzes the complexity and feedback requirements of the proposed approaches. Section VI presents indicative results, including comparisons with other well-known approaches from the literature. Our conclusions are presented in Section VII.
II. PROPOSED INTEGRATED CROSS-LAYER VIDEO STREAMING
Consider that nodes (hops) of a wireless multihop mesh network decide to participate in a video streaming session. Example topologies with and are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Node represents the original video source, while node is the destination node (video client). Each link is associated with the corresponding allocated bandwidth for the video traffic , the error rate observed on the link , as well as the corresponding delay due to the video queue . Within the reserved time for the video traffic, each link exhibits a certain throughput given the chosen modulation strategy. Video packets are lost due to the experienced BER. This error is due to noise and interference in the wireless medium stemming from background noise, node mobility, or simultaneous link transmissions. In addition to this error, under delay-constrained video streaming, packets are discarded due to delays incurred in the transmission, e.g., the queueing delay of each link. Notice that Fig. 2 displays different connectivity structures for the network topology, as specified by the indicated links. Obviously, the tightly connected multihop mesh topologies T1 and T2 of Fig. 2 offer more alternative paths for the video traffic that topology T3; however, the overall reserved time across the various nodes of the network is also increased. In general, the decision on the connectivity as well as the number of nodes participating in the video streaming session depends largely on a number of systemrelated factors that transcend the video streaming problem (e.g., node cooperation strategy/incentives and network coordination and routing policies imposed by the utilized protocols). Hence, in this paper, we investigate cross-layer optimization for video over multihop wireless mesh networks given the network specification (participating nodes and connectivity), as well as the available reservation time on each link for the video traffic.
Under the existence of feedback from an overlay network infrastructure, the BER and queueing delay per link can be disseminated to the remaining network hops at frequent intervals (via a hop-to-hop feedback mechanism 3 ), or when the incurred change in network parameters is larger than a preset threshold. Thus, they can be considered to be known (Fig. 1) . However, in certain cases, feedback from remote hops may arrive with an intolerable delay, or, alternatively, it can be deemed unreliable due to the rapidly changing network conditions. As a result, a certain "horizon" of information retrieval can be envisaged for each hop (Fig. 2) , where network information within the horizon is deemed reliable and can be received in a timely manner, while information beyond the horizon can only be theoretically estimated based on average or previous measurements.
A. Wireless Multihop Mesh Topology Specification
For a generic multihop wireless mesh network, we consider the connectivity structure (1) where each element is the connectivity vector (end-to-end network path) given by (2) where each component indicates a particular wireless link (the th link of path ), and is the total number of links participating in the network path . For example, for the topology of Fig. 1 with , we have with and
Notice that (1) and (2) apply both for the end-to-end topology of interest but also for the topology between any intermediate node and the terminal (client) node in the mesh network utilized for video transmission. For example, if we consider the subnetwork of topology T2 of Fig. 2 consisting of nodes , and , there are two paths from to , and the equivalent definitions apply locally. Hence, the subsequent problem specification and analysis is inherently scalable and can be applied in a similar fashion to either the entire end-to-end topology or only part of the topology (subnetwork). Finally, it is important to mention that all the proposed algorithms in this paper assume the nonexistence of routing loops, i.e., the mesh network between the current hop and the destination hop can be represented by a tree graph.
B. Link and Path Parameter Specification
For each link , given a certain modulation at the physical layer, we denote the expected BER as . Notice that this error is usually estimated based on channel modeling, as well as experimental studies in the network which analyze the effects of interference [11] . As a result, the higher layers of the protocol stack can assume to be independent and randomly distributed [21] . Under a predetermined negotiation of traffic specification parameters for each link in the mesh network (e.g., following the HCCA protocol [12] ), each link can provide a guaranteed bandwidth at the application layer. Following the HCCA specification [12] , this bandwidth is linked with the traffic specification parameters by [14] : (5) where is the transmission opportunity duration provided by the HCCA admission control for the video flow traffic of link is the nominal MAC service data unit (MSDU) size, 4 is the specified duration of the service interval [12] for the video flow traffic at link is the physical-layer rate, and represents the duration of the required overheads corresponding to polling and acknowledgment policies. As demonstrated by (5), even though the negotiated transmission opportunity duration is constant per link, the guaranteed bandwidth depends on the provided physical-layer rate , which in turn makes it dependent on the chosen modulation 5 . Finally, depending on the chosen modulation, may change for each MSDU. Hence, the guaranteed bandwidth of (5) can be determined for each MSDU.
Under the aforementioned assumptions for the error model of each link, the probability of error for the transmission of MSDU of size bits is (6) Consequently, the probability of error for the packet transmission in path is (7) Under a single (successful) MSDU transmission via each link , the transmission delay for path can be calculated as (8) where depends on the transmitting-link queue length and will be discussed in the next subsection.
Considering an end-to-end scenario, if we denote the retransmission limit for each MSDU (transmitted via path ) as , the average number of transmissions over path until the packet is successfully transmitted, or the retransmission limit is reached, can be calculated as (9) Consequently, the (end-to-end) expected delay for the transmission of an MSDU of size through under transmissions can be approximated by (10) The last equation derives the end-to-end delay estimate by joining all links of path via the summation terms, thereby forming a "virtual" link from the sender to the receiver node in the multihop network. We follow this approach since the maximum number of retransmissions required on each path can only be defined end-to-end, based on the maximum permissible delay from the sender node to the receiver. We remark that in our experiments, the retransmission limit for any part of a path or even for one link is set equal to , since, in principle, all possible retransmissions (until the MSDU expires due to delay violation) could occur at an individual link. Following the analysis of (7)- (10), it is straightforward to define the average MSDU transmissions and the expected delay for subpaths that include only a subset of links, or even for an individual link. This will be proven to be very useful for some of the derivations of this paper.
C. Application and Network-Layer Parameter Specification
Since we are considering real-time video streaming through the multihop wireless network, each MSDU is associated with a corresponding delay limit , before which the video data encapsulated in the MSDU should arrive at the destination node . In addition, decoding the video data at the video receiver incurs a reduction in the perceived distortion, which is represented by . Several models exist for the definition of (e.g., see [15] ). Recent results [16] , [17] demonstrated that acknowledgment-based transmission of scalable video under a strict distortion-reduction prioritization of the video packets leads to an additive distortion-reduction model at the receiver side under packet losses in the multihop network. This additive model is codec-specific and typically expresses the expected mean square error (MSE) reduction at the video decoder instead of the visual distortion reduction, since the latter is harder to quantify. See [15] for an example and [18] for further details on linking the distortion-reduction estimates with the packetization process at the application layer. In this paper, we assume that an optimized packet scheduling is performed at the application layer, where all packets with the same delay deadline are ordered at the encoder (sender) side according to their expected distortion reduction [15] , [3] . The delay deadline will also be considered as a parameter in the proposed optimization strategy and it will be defined based on the application requirements.
At each link in the mesh wireless network, each video flow is subjected to a queueing delay, 6 which depends on: 1) the MSDUs from a particular flow (user) that are scheduled for transmission via the link of interest at the moment when MSDU arrives and 2) the queue output rate. The queue output rate depends on the quality of the link [error probability given in (6) ] and the average number of retransmissions for each MSDU in the particular link [given by (9) For the optimization of the routing strategy of each MSDU (presented in the next section), the determination of (11) can be performed dynamically during the path estimation, under the knowledge of the previous decisions for the MSDUs that were transmitted by the current node. Alternatively, each node can independently calculate (11) based on the queue contents of the particular link and disseminate the result at frequent intervals in the mesh network via the overlay infrastructure.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Assume a set of wireless hops (nodes), with being the video encoder (server) and the video decoder (client), and a connectivity structure with paths, where each path consists of hops. In addition, assume a predefined HCCA transmission opportunity duration for each link , with , and a link adaptation mechanism at the physical layer that can operate at an MSDU granularity. The end-to-end cross-layer optimization which determines the chosen path (routing), the maximum MAC retry limit, and the chosen modulation (at the PHY layer) for the transmission of each MSDU is (12) where (13) 6 In this paper, we assume that the MSDUs of each flow are accommodated with an independent queue at each link.
with given by (7), the maximum number of retransmissions for MSDU if scheduled via path , and corresponding to the remaining time interval for which link can support the video-flow traffic under HCCA. For the transmission opportunity intervals belonging to the current service interval, can be calculated as (14) Under the constraints set by the video codec and the mesh wireless network infrastructure, the optimization of (12) attempts to find the cross-layer parameters that maximize a capacitydistortion utility function. This function is formulated as the product of the minimum path capacity (expressed by the remaining reserved time within the current service interval at the most congested link) and the expected source distortion-reduction of (13) . In this way, we minimize congestion across the various links [since the path whose worst link is having the highest capacity is selected under given by (13)], and concurrently maximize the expected distortion reduction (under the current path's minimum link capacity ). The granularity of this optimization is one MSDU. However, coarser granularities could also be considered, in order to reduce complexity. The problem constraints can be expressed for each MSDU as (15) i.e., the maximum transmission delay through each possible path must be below or equal to the MSDU deadline in order for the video data to be useful to the decoder. Moreover, the timing constraint set from HCCA scheduling is (16) The two constraints of (15) and (16) can provide two bounds for the maximum number of retries for each MSDU for each link . Since both the MAC-layer scheduling and the application-layer deadline constraints are concurrently imposed, if , we set the tightest bound for the maximum retry limit (17) Obviously, if there is no path for which , then the current MSDU may be dropped. 
IV. VIDEO STREAMING OPTIMIZATION IN THE MULTIHOP MESH NETWORK
In this section, we derive an algorithm that determines the optimal parameters for (12) under a predetermined deadline for each MSDU (given by ) and a predetermined transmission opportunity duration per link, given by , which is set by the HCCA admission control once the video flow is scheduled for transmission. Moreover, although the conditions of the various links vary over time, we assume the network topology to be fixed for the duration of the video transmission.
A. End-to-End Optimization
The optimization of (12) can be performed for each node of the mesh wireless network under the assumption that, for every link , the parameters are determined based on the chosen modulation , and the experienced signal-tointerference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) [21] . In addition, we assume that is communicated to the sender node via frequent feedback using an overlay network infrastructure [19] , [20] that uses real-time protocols for conveying information from different layers.
The proposed optimization algorithm is given in Fig. 3 . Notice that, although an entire path is selected at the sender node, the algorithm is executed for each node in the network independently by assuming each node is the sender and considering only the network (and MSDU) subset corresponding to the node of interest. This ensures that the algorithm can scale well under a variety of topologies. In addition, in this way, potential network variations that invalidate the error, bandwidth, or queueing-delay assumptions used when scheduling at the sender node, can be incorporated/corrected during the scheduling of a subsequent node. Finally, the independent algorithm execution at each node ensures that expired MSDUs will not propagate through the entire network unnecessarily. This facilitates the conservation of network resources in the mesh topology and reduces link congestion.
The algorithm of Fig. 3 searches through all the possible routing configurations (line 4) that emerge under varying modulation strategies (line 6) and determines the retransmission limit for each case (line 8). The utility function is evaluated (line 9) and the overall maximum is retained. Although this is a greedy approach, it is guaranteed to obtain the maximum under dynamic feedback from the overlay network (parameters calculated in line 7).
B. Optimization Under a Certain Horizon of Network Information
In this case, we are only considering the part of the mesh network topology that immediately connects to the node of interest. This may be advantageous in comparison to the previous case, since a limited set of network parameters needs to be communicated to the sender node.
For analytical purposes, this can be considered as the previous case with , where is the total length of the path that was used in the end-to-end optimization of the previous section. In this case, every path originating from the current node consists of one or more links, but we do not consider the entire path to the destination. The advantage offered by this scenario is that the required information for the MSDU scheduling is localized (limited).
For each path , we assume that the information for the optimization process is known only for links . For the remaining links of each path , we assume that the allocated transmission opportunity duration available for the MSDUs of each link is known, as well as the limits for the SINR experienced by each link. Our goal is to establish for the video transmission up to links , i.e., the known network "horizon," in order to perform the optimization of Fig. 3 locally. With respect to IEEE 802.11a networks, it can be shown [21] , [22] that the physical-layer throughput of each link can be approximated by (18) where is the maximum achievable data rate for each modulation is the observed SINR, and are constants whose values for each modulation can be extracted based on the observation for and predetermined experimental points [21] . Assuming that, for every link , the SINR is a random variable following a certain probability distribution , we have (19) where are the bounds of the observable values for the SINR for each link . In addition, under a given or estimated probability distribution , (5) can be used in order to derive the expectation for the guaranteed bandwidth of each link, which, after a few straightforward manipulations is shown in (20) at the bottom of the page, since the remaining parameters of (5) are constants (in our analysis, we consider a nominal MSDU size ). In a similar manner, the expected error of the subpath within each path is
The last equation was derived based on (7) under the assumption that the bit-error probability can be approximated by [21] , [22] 
where are derived experimentally depending on the observation for and the chosen modulation [21] , with . Having the expected values for the full path's guaranteed bandwidth, the maximum transmission delay for an MSDU transmitted through links can be derived based on (10) as (23) Notice that (23) involves also the knowledge of the queueing delay of each link , i.e., for the subsequent links after the "horizon." For each link , the expected can be updated within intervals of (that correspond to the expected time required for MSDU to reach link , after it passes the link which is at the "horizon") as (24) where operator indicates the update of quantity by and
The derivation of (24) is performed as follows. The queueing delay of the previous iteration is incremented by the product of the factor which indicates the expected delay due to retries for the new MSDU in link with the probability that the MSDU will reach link successfully (after maximally retries are performed at links ), which is given by , defined in (25) . At the same time, the queueing delay is decremented by the product of the factor indicating the time duration for the possible successful MSDU transmissions with the probability of a successful MSDU transmission, which is given by , defined in (26). Assuming that the value for is provided based on (24), (23) can be used in the constraint of (15) by updating the delay deadline (27) and the optimization process follows, as explained in the beginning of this section.
The analytical formulation of this section is also useful in defining low-complexity scheduling algorithms at each node without the need for real-time network feedback. For example, (20) if we assume that, due to the random interference caused by the simultaneous operation of the wireless nodes in the mesh network, the probability distribution for each link is uniform within an interval of , we have (28) With the explicit expression of from (28), we can derive the expected values for the physical-layer rate, the guaranteed bandwidth and the path error rate by solving (19) and (20), and approximating the solution of (21) with numerical methods. Based on these values, we derive a less complex solution for the scheduling of each group of MSDUs corresponding to a video GOP. The algorithm is given in Fig. 4 . Based on this algorithm, for every new MSDU, all the cross-layer parameters are established analytically for each path (lines 1-3 of Fig. 4 ) and only the search through all the possible paths (i.e., line 4 of Fig. 4 ) is required in order to derive the optimal solution. Consequently, this optimization has minimal complexity. In the following section, we formulate the complexity requirements of the three different optimization solutions, while Section VI presents comparative experimental results.
V. COMPLEXITY AND INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS OF THE DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVES
Each proposed cross-layer optimization approach explores a different search space in order to determine the optimal parameters and also requires a varying amount of feedback on the conditions of the various links in the multihop mesh network. This results in varying computational and communication requirements for the presented algorithms.
Consider the case of a mesh network consisting of nodes. Each node , is the origin of paths. Each path stemming from node consists of nodes, with . For each link of these paths, with and , there are possible modulations at the physical layer, which result in a different error rate and different guaranteed bandwidth at the MAC layer. For the end-to-end cross-layer optimization with network feedback from each node (Section IV-A), the overall complexity for the scheduling of an MSDU at node is (29) where represents the complexity for the dissemination of the necessary network information from node , as well as the execution of the algorithm of Fig. 3 .
Similarly, considering a scenario with partial network information, i.e., when the overlay network provides feedback only until node (with ), we have (30) where represents the complexity for the estimation of the various parameters based on the analysis of the previous section and is the number of different paths (within the partial network topology under examination) originating from node , with . Finally, for the optimization of Fig. 4 where the best modulation strategy is a priori determined (31) where is the number of links that are directly connected to node . As an indication of the different complexity requirements, as well as the different information requirements of each case, Table I presents numerical results for the three mesh network topologies of Fig. 2 based on (29)-(31) , and we set [21] . The normalized information requirements are expressed in terms of the number of links in all possible paths (whose error, guaranteed bandwidth, and queueing delay is conveyed by the overlay network) multiplied by the total number of times this information is updated by the overlay network per MSDU ( with ). First, we considered the case of the first node [ in (29)-(31)] since this includes all the possible paths and all the links in the mesh topology (top of the table). Hence, the results of the top part of Table I show the worst case complexity and information requirements from the viewpoint of an individual node.
Notice that the information cost depends on the frequency of updates received by the overlay network per MSDU, denoted by . Given and the required bytes for conveying the status of each link via hop-to-hop feedback, it is straightforward to convert the provided information cost for each case into actual bandwidth overhead for the overlay infrastructure in the multihop wireless mesh network. Since for the estimation-based case, the information cost of this case is practically negligible.
As a second step, we considered the cumulative complexity and information requirements for all the nodes in the multihop mesh network in order to estimate the streaming complexity and information overhead at the system level; the results are presented in the bottom of Table I . We remark that, depending on the topology specification (i.e., average node connectivity) and the chosen method, the estimated complexity scales up to three orders of magnitude. Similarly, there is a large gap between the lowest and highest information requirements for the various approaches among the different topologies. As expected, the more complex the mesh topology, the higher the rate of increase of complexity and information requirements.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Although we experimented with a variety of video content, we present results with one typical video sequence ("Foreman," 300 frames, CIF format, with 30 Hz replay rate) since this experiment captures the average behavior of our system very well. We used a fully scalable codec [23] and the produced bitstream was extracted at an average bitrate of 2 Mb/s and packetized into MSDUs of data payload not larger than 1000 bytes. The end-to-end delay for the MSDUs of each GOP was set to 0.54 s, which corresponds to the replay duration of one GOP. We remark that although the utilized video coder is not a member of the MPEG family of coders, the assumptions made in Section II-C for the distortion-reduction estimation and the application-layer packet scheduling are also valid for the scalable coder currently standardized by the JSVM group of MPEG/VCEG [24] since it is based on open-loop motion-compensated prediction and update steps followed by embedded quantization and context-based entropy coding. Hence, our methods and experiments are relevant to future systems that will utilize such scalable video coding technology in the context of mesh networks.
We simulated the cases of the multihop mesh network topologies of Fig. 2, labeled T1-T3 , under predetermined transmission intervals for each link. Our simulation took into account the different parameters for the various layers, such as varying SINR, transmission overheads at the MAC layer due to MSDU acknowledgments, and polling overheads, as well as queueing and propagation delays in the various links of the mesh network. In order to incorporate the effect of noise and interference, we performed a number of simulations using random values for the SINR of each link, chosen between 15 and 25 dB. Network feedback via the overlay network was conveyed to each hop whenever a significant change in the experienced channel condition occurred. For the end-to-end optimization with network feedback (termed "end-to-end" in our results) this includes the information conveyed from all hops. However, we also considered a localized case where the information horizon was set to the direct neighborhood of each hop (termed "localized" in our results-this information horizon is shown pictorially in Fig. 2 ) and the remaining network parameters were estimated, as explained in Section IV-B. In addition, a purely estimation-based case was also considered with no "horizon," where the only available information is the channel SINR range [ of (28)] for each link, communicated by the overlay network infrastructure whenever the channel variation exceeded 2 dB (termed "estimation based") from the estimated value given by (28). This ensured that the information cost for the dissemination of the network information is minimal compared with the other alternatives, as indicated in Table I . Notice that, both for the "localized" case, as well as for the "estimation-based" case, the theoretical framework of (18)-(28) was used.
Apart from the various alternatives of the proposed optimization, we also derive results with streaming under two other optimization algorithms. The first case is optimization based on the expected transmission count (ETX) [8] , where the utility function is chosen such that the retransmission limit of each MSDU is set based on the effective network bandwidth and the expected error rate. This case considers the MSDU delay deadline from a purely network-centric approach [8] , i.e., it does not use the constraints set in (15) and (16), but rather restricts the MSDU delay deadline based on link loss ratios and the available throughput [8] . It was termed "ETX optimized" in our results. Second, the case of selecting the link with the highest effective bandwidth was realized for the routing of each MSDU, since it corresponds to the popular solution for optimized routing [25] (termed as the "highest bandwidth" solution). Notice that, in both cases, the best modulation was established as in the "end-to-end" case, and each link's status information was also used for these cases, as conveyed by the overlay network infrastructure. As a result, the differences in performance stem purely from the different performance utilities that were chosen during the MSDU routing and path selection. Effectively, this separates the fully networkaware methods (proposed "end-to-end," "highest bandwidth" [25] , and "ETX optimized" [8] ) from the partial network-aware approaches (proposed "localized" and "estimation based"). In addition, within the fully network-aware methods, the difference in the performance utilities means that only the "end-toend" approach fully utilizes application-layer, MAC, and PHY parameters via the optimization framework of (12)- (16) .
Indicative results for the obtained average peak-signal-tonoise ratio (PSNR) of each method are given in Table II (25 runs per method/case). Two representative cases of medium and low average transmission bandwidth were chosen. For each case, the average percentage of bandwidth utilization and the packet loss rate (PLR) per link is shown in Table III . These results were generated with the "end-to-end" case but similar results were obtained for the remaining cases as well. The results of Table III demonstrate that for each case (medium or low bandwidth), the predetermined time reservation for the video flow packets per link leads to similar average link utilization in all three topologies, i.e., within a 4%-8% margin. Nevertheless, the obtained average PLRs differ for each topology, as well as the obtained average PSNR for each method, as indicated in Table II . In general, since the average link utilization is similar within each of the medium-and low-bandwidth utilization cases, the topology with the most active links for the video traffic is expected to provide the highest video quality. This is indeed true for the corresponding results of each method as seen from the rows of Table II . Nevertheless, the relationship between PSNR and PLR for each topology (as reported in Table III) is not obvious.
In order to understand better the relationship between the obtained PLR for each case and the derived PSNR, the percentage of losses for the video packets when clustered into eight distinct distortion categories is presented in Fig. 5 . The second topology of Fig. 2 was used for these results; similar results have been obtained for the remaining topologies. Notice that our choice of eight distinct categories is only performed for illustration pur- poses, since each packet is associated with its own distortionreduction. In our simulations, the packet losses were mainly due to deadline violation, since each hop drops the packets which have already expired. The results of Fig. 5 indicate, for all the scenarios under consideration, that scheduling at the application layer by expected distortion-reduction leads to reduced losses for the most significant classes of packets. This justifies our use of a scalable video coder that permits such a scheduling. However, each method achieves different PSNR performance and PLRs depending on its chosen utility and the presence of network feedback.
As shown in the results of Table II , the "end-to-end" case outperforms all other methods by a significant margin. The "ETX optimization" appears to perform relatively well, even though it is outperformed by approximately 1.3 dB by the "end-to-end" case. The "localized" case appears to outperform the popular "highest bandwidth" case in the vast majority of cases, even though the latter uses full feedback for the status of all the links in each multihop topology. Although the "estimation-based" case performs worst, this case requires almost no network feedback and, as shown in Table I , has the lowest complexity. Moreover, in the case of low average bandwidth, this case is comparable to the "highest bandwidth." This is expected since the "highest bandwidth" approach provides less intelligent decisions when most of the links have low effective throughput. Finally, a comparison of the results for the different topologies reveals that, as expected, the higher the connectivity, the better the average performance of all methods. Nevertheless, this comes at a higher allocation of resources in the multihop mesh topology, and it additionally has higher complexity and requires more feedback for the condition of all the links, as demonstrated in Table I .
Our results highlight several important issues in network design and infrastructure. First, it was shown that having frequent feedback via an overlay network about the link conditions and performing end-to-end optimization with the appropriate utility function offers significant improvements in the achievable video quality. Indeed, the "end-to-end" and "ETX optimized" cases outperform the remaining algorithms by 3-5 dB, in all cases (Table II) . Second, the importance of choosing a cross-layer distortion-capacity utility function is highlighted by the fact that both methods outperform the conventional "highest bandwidth" scenario. Moreover, the proposed utility of (12) and the derivation of the MSDU retransmission limit based on the delay limit for the video transmission [ (15)- (17)] appear to be the best choice for video streaming applications. Third, higher connectivity in the multihop mesh topology leads to better video streaming performance, at the expense of complexity and network feedback requirements.
Fourth, the study of the PLRs reported in Fig. 5 in conjunction with the PSNR results of Table II reveals that prioritization of video packets with respect to distortion-reduction incurred in the decoded video is extremely important. For example, even though the "estimation-based" case has lower average PLR from the "highest bandwidth" case, it performs worse in terms of PSNR since the latter achieves lower PLR for the most significant classes of packets. This result emphasizes the fact that, in the case of analysis of multimedia transmission over wireless, average PLRs that do not consider the significance of the various packets for the application are not always relevant metrics for the system performance.
Finally, it appears that even a limited horizon of information in the network infrastructure can be extremely beneficial. We believe that the determination of an appropriate "horizon" of information that provides the optimal tradeoff between the overhead at the overlay network versus the improvement offered by utilizing dynamic network feedback is an interesting research direction. Moreover, the dynamic adaptation of such a "horizon" in function of the network variations or the mesh topology specification (i.e., simple versus complex mesh networks and static versus dynamic scenarios) could be examined.
VII. CONCLUSION
Delay-constrained video streaming over multihop wireless mesh networks is an application that deserves considerable attention due to the research challenges imposed by such a service, as well as due to the important role that robust and efficient multimedia services have when it comes to commercial deployment of such networks in office and residential areas. We investigated a framework where QoS guarantees are provided for video transmission over a variety of links in a multihop network using IEEE 802.11a/e. The integrated cross-layer solution that maximizes the product of the expected video quality with the link utilization appears to provide significant improvement over other optimized solutions. Moreover, the utilization of network information (for the dynamically changing conditions of the various hops) gathered via overlay-network feedback, appears to be of paramount importance for the overall video quality at the receiver hop.
Although the proposed algorithm operates per video packet and can potentially incur significant complexity and communication overhead for the overlay network infrastructure, there is a significant potential for improved video streaming performance. This motivates us to investigate the problem further and attempt to explore the best granularity for the optimization, as well as the network feedback that provides optimal quality/complexity/robustness in a distributed video streaming scenario over the hops of the mesh network. Finally, under the proposed paradigm, the issues of collaborative streaming of multiple flows and fairness deserve significant attention in future research.
